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1. Introduction 

Radar is the only operational tool that provides observations of severe weather producing 
thunderstorms on a fine enough temporal or spatial resolution (minutes and 
kilometers) that enables warnings of severe weather. It can provide a three- dimensional 
view about every five to ten minutes at a spatial resolution of the order of 1 km or less. The 
development and evolution of intense convective precipitation is closely linked to 
thunderstorms and so understanding of the microphysics and dynamics of precipitation is 
needed to understand the evolution of thunderstorms as diabatic and precipitation 
processes modify and create hazardous rain, hail, wind and lightning.  

The characteristics and proportion of severe weather is climatologically or geographically 
dependent. For example, the highest incidence of tornadoes is in the central U.S. whereas 
the tallest thunderstorms are found in Argentina (Zipser et al, 2006). Warning services 
developed at National Hydrological and Meteorological Services (NHMS) often originate 
because of a particular damaging severe weather event and ensuing expectations of the 
public. Office organization, resources and expertise are critical considerations in the use of 
radar for the preparation of severe weather warnings. Warnings also imply a level of legal 
liability requiring the authority of an operational National Hydrological Meteorological 
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Service. All available data and timely access is critical and requires substantial 
infrastructure, ongoing support and maintenance. Besides meteorological data, eye witness 
observations and reports are also essential element in the issuance of tornado warnings 
(Doswell et al, 1999; Moller, 1978).  

This contribution will discuss operational or operational prototypical radar processing, 

visualization systems for the production of convective severe weather warnings. The focus 

will be on the severe weather identification algorithms, the underlying philosophy for its 

usage, the level of expertise required, decision-making and the preparation of the warning. 

Radar is also used for the precipitation estimation and its application for flash flood 

warnings. This is discussed elsewhere (Wilson and Brandes, 1979). Only a few countries 

have convective thunderstorm warning services and the target audience for this 

contribution are those countries or NHMS’ considering developing such a service. The 

intent is to provide a broad overview and global survey of radar processing systems for the 

provision of severe weather warning services. There is a considerable literature in 

convective weather forecasting and warning, this contribution can only explore a few 

aspects of this topic (Doswell, 1982: Doswell, 1985; Johns and Doswell, 1992; Wilson et al, 

1998).  

The forecasting and the warning of severe weather are very briefly described. Then, the 

underlying technique for the identification of severe thunderstorms using radar is 

presented. This forms the basis for the radar algorithms that identify the severe storm 

features. The basic components of the system are then described. Some details and unique 

innovations are incorporated in the global survey of operational or near operational use. 

This is concluded by a summary. 

2. Forecasting/Nowcasting/Severe weather warnings 

Severe weather predictions are divided into severe weather watches and severe weather 

warnings. In the preceding days, thunderstorm outlooks may be issued. Watches are 

predictions of the potential of severe weather. They are strategic in nature and fairly coarse 

in spatial and temporal resolution. They are often issued on a schedule or in conjunction 

with the public forecast. The expected behaviour is that the public would be aware of the 

possibility of severe weather and to listen for future updates. Warnings are predictions of 

the occurrence or imminent occurrence (with high certainty) of severe weather. They are 

tactical and more specific in location and time. They are also specific in weather element. 

They are a call to action and to protect one's property and one's self. They are issued and 

updated as necessary. Fig. 1 shows an overview of the process from the Japanese 

Meteorological Agency. 

Weather advisories are issued if the weather is a concern but not hazardous. Specific types 

of warning, such as tornado or hail warnings may then be issued and generally after the 

more generic severe thunderstorm warning is issued. 

The key difference is that the watch is a forecast or very short range forecast service as 

strategic in nature whereas the warning is a nowcast (based on existing data, precise in time, 

location and weather element) and tactical in nature. 
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2.1 Severe weather definition 

Severe weather is defined here as heavy rains, hail, strong winds including tornadoes and 

lightning. In the production of warnings, thresholds need to be defined. The thresholds are 

necessarily locally defined by climatology, local infrastructure and familiarity will dictate what 

is extreme. Table 1-4 show the warning criteria for Canada circa 1995. Canada is a very big 

country covering many different weather climatologies and therefore is illustrative of the 

variation of the severe weather thresholds (see also Galway, 1989). For example, 

Newfoundland on the east coast of Canada is a very windy location and hence strong winds 

are a common occurrence and the people have adapted to their environment and therefore it 

has the highest wind threshold in Canada. Each service needs to define these for them selves.  

 

 

Fig. 1. The envisioned warning process from outlook to tornado watch. This is typical of the 

process that is used in most countries providing severe weather warning services. Getting 

the message out to and understood by the public is very important aspect of the utility of 

the warning service. Superimposing the warning on television, internet, mobile devices and 

directed messaging are critical to have the message heard. 
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Type   Description 

Wind  
Strong winds that cause mobility problems and possible damage to vegetation and 
structures. 

Heavy Rainfall  
Heavy or prolonged rainfall accumulating on a scale sufficient to cause 
local/widespread flooding. 

Thunderstorm   
One or more of the following: strong winds causing mobility difficulty, damage to 
structures due to wind and hail, heavy rain that may cause local flooding and lightning 

Severe Weather 
Presence of tornado(es), damaging hail, heavy rain, strong winds, life and property 
exposed to real threat, lightning 

Tornado   Public has real potential to be exposed to tornado(es). 

Table 1. Severe Weather Criteria in Canada: Warning Elements 

 

Weather 
Centre  

 Wind   Rain   Hail  Remarks 

Newfound-
land 

gusts of 
90 
km/h  

25 mm/h  20 mm  
No tornado criteria; no tornado warning; may 
mention hurricanes in marine warning. 

Maritimes 
gusts of 
90 
km/h  

25 mm in 1 hr 
or 50 mm in 3 
hrs  

15 mm   
Tornado or  tornadic waterspout; no tornado 
warning; will issue hurricane prognostic 
message and information statements. 

Quebec 
gusts of 
90 
km/h 

25 mm in 1 hr 
or 50 mm in 12 
hrs 

20 mm   
Tornado, water spout, funnel cloud, windfall; 
no tornado warning  

Ontario 
gusts of 
90 
km/h   

50 mm/hr for 1 
hr; 75 mm for 3 
hrs  

20 mm  

No tornado criteria in severe thunderstorm 
warning; tornado watch issued when 
confirmed tornadoes threaten to move into 
region or issued up to 6 hours in advance 
based on analysis or immediately for severe 
thunderstorms that indicate potential for 
becoming tornadic; tornado warning on 
forecast or observation. 

Prairie 
90 
km/h  

50 mm in 1 hr;  
75 mm in 3 hr  

20 mm  
Tornado or waterspout probable; tornado 
warning issued when expected or observed. 

Alberta 
gust of 
90 
km/h  

30 mm/h  20 mm  

Tornado, waterspout or tornado warning 
when observed or expected or waterspout 
exists; cold air funnel cloud warning when 
cold air funnels expected but not tornadoes. 

Arctic 
90 
km/h  

25 mm/hr  12 mm  
Tornado, water spout, funnel cloud;   tornado 
occurrence warning on a confirmed report. 

Yukon 
gust to 
90 
km/h  

25 mm in 2 hr  
significant 
hail  

Potential of tornado; warning is for 
thunderstorms; no tornado warning. 

Pacific 
gusts of 
90 
km/h  

25 mm in 1 hr  15 mm  

Lightning intensity of 500 strikes in 1 hr over 
an area of 1 degree x 1 degree 
latitude/longitude; no watches for severe 
thunderstorms or tornadoes; no tornado 
warnings; thunderstorm warning issued on a 
less than severe thunderstorm; will issue 
hurricane prognostic messages and 
information statements. 

Table 2. Severe Weather Criteria in Canada: Severe Thunderstorm Criteria 
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Weather Centre Warning Criteria 

Newfoundland 50 mm in 24 hrs 
Maritimes 50 mm in 24 hrs 
Quebec 50 mm in 24 hrs or 30 mm in 12 hrs during a spring thaw 

Ontario 
50 mm in 12 hrs; sodden ground/bare frozen ground: 25 mm in 24 
hrs; spring: 25 mm in 24 hrs; slow moving thunderstorms: 50 mm/3 
hrs or 25 mm/3 hrs if ground is sodden. 

Prairie 80 mm in 24 hrs or 50 mm in 12 hrs 
Alberta 50 mm in 24 hrs 
Arctic 50 mm in 24 hr 
Yukon 40 mm in 24 hr 

Pacific 
50 mm in 24 hr except in west Vancouver Island and northern 
coastal regions 100 mm in 24 hr and interior of B.C. 25 mm in 24 hr  

Table 3. Severe Weather Criteria in Canada: Heavy Rainfall Warning 

 

Weather Centre  Warning Criteria 

Newfoundland 75 km/h and/or gusts of 100 km/h 
Maritimes 65 km/h and/or gusts to 90 km/h 
Quebec 50 km/h with gusts to 90 km/h or with only gust to 90 km/h  
Ontario 60 km/h for 3 hours, or gusts of 90 km/h for 3 hrs 
Prairie 60 km/h and/or gusts to 90 km/h for 1 hr

Alberta 
60 km/h or gusts to 100 km/h except in Lethbridge Region: 70 
km/h or gusts to 120 km/h. 

Arctic 60 km/h or gusts of 90 km/h 
Yukon 60 km/h for 3 hr or gusts to 90 km/h 

Pacific 

Mandatory 90 km/h expected over adjacent marine areas; 
discretionary if gale force winds (63 to 89 km/h) expected over 
marine areas; discretionary for interior B.C. 65 km/h or gusts of 90 
km/h 

Table 4. Severe Weather Criteria in Canada: Strong Wind Warning 

Warnings for summer severe weather are for extreme or rare events - events that are at the 
high end of the spectrum of weather. In terms of statistics, rare events do not occur very 
often (by definition) and so statistical analyses are always suspect due to low numbers. It is 
difficult to easily demonstrate (using statistics) the efficacy of a warning program (Doswell 
et al, 1990; Ebert et al 2004). Qualitative analyses or case studies are required to understand 
the relationship between the provision of warnings and the saving of lives (Sills et al, 2004; 
Fox et al, 2004). The same applies to determining the efficacy of radar algorithms to the 
provision of weather warnings (Joe et al, 2004). 

This has a significant impact on statistics but also on the "cry wolf" syndrome (AMS, 2001; 
Barnes et al, 2007; Schumacher et al, 2010; Westefeld et al, 2006). An accurate but useless 
tornado forecast could be by stating that "next year there will be a tornado in the U.S." This 
statement is a climatological or statistical forecast. It has a very high probability of being 
true. However, the phenomenon is very small, perhaps 10-20 km in length and 500 m in 
width and so this particular prediction is not very useful. The information is highly accurate 
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but not very precise in terms of location or time. Most, if not all, people would ignore the 
warning and take the risk. Another form of the "cry wolf" syndrome is where warnings are 
issued indiscriminately for a very precise time and location and with considerable lead time. 
However, particularly for rare events (those at the extreme end of a distribution), this is 
accompanied by a high false alarm rate. If too many false alarms are issued, then these will 
also be ignored. So, for rare extreme hazardous events, high probability of detection is 
needed but the false alarms need to be mitigated (Bieringer and Ray, 1996; Black and 
Ashley, 2011; Glahn 2005; Hoekstra et al, 2011; Polger et al, 1994). 

So the issuance of warnings requires a very fine balance of decision-making that takes into 
account lead time, climatology, societal risk behaviour, social-economic infrastructure, warning 
service capacity and many other regional, political and societal factors (Baumgart et al, 2008; 
Dunn, 1990; Hammer and Schmidlin, 2002; Mercer et al, 2009; Schmeits et al, 2008; Westefeld et 
al, 2006; Wilson et al, 2004). Nowcasts in general are user dependent (Baumgart et al, 2008). 
Warnings are an extreme kind of nowcasts in which the thresholds apply to a very broad range 
of users (the public). However, in the future, one can envision very specific warnings or 
nowcasts issued at lower thresholds that may affect specific users requiring tailored 
communication techniques and technologies (Keenan et al, 2004; Schumacher et al, 2010). 

The wind hazard deserves an extended discussion (Doswell, 2001). There are various kinds 
of wind hazards that have distinctive life times and spatial features. Straight line winds can 
originate in synoptic systems or typhoons and are ubiquitous, broad in spatial scale (~100+ 
km) and extended in duration (~hours/days). Derechos1 are also straight line winds 
that originate out of mesoscale convective complexes (MCC; Davis et al, 2004; Evans and 
Doswell, 2001; Przybylinski, 1995; Weisman, 2001). The damaging portion exists at specific 
locations. They are smaller in size and temporal scale than the previous kind of winds. Gust 
fronts originate with the downdrafts of MCC's and depending on the nature of the MCC 
(isolated thunderstorm, multi- cellular, line echo wave pattern, bow echo, pulse storm); the 
gust front can take on many forms but generally emanate outwards from the MCC (Klingle 
et al, 1987). They can extend for a long time and there may be extreme winds in portions of 
the gust front.  

The downdrafts can also generate quasi-circular outward flowing winds called downbursts 

(generic term). If the downbursts are over airports, small in diameter (<4km) and intense 

(>10 m/s velocity differential) then they are given a very specific term called the microburst 

(McCarthy et al, 1982; Wilson et al, 1988; Wilson and Wakimoto 2001). It is arbitrarily 

defined this way in order to be very clear to aviators that they are hazardous and should not 

be transected. They originate with a descending intense precipitation core and the wind 

intensity is enhanced by evaporative cooling (Byko et al, 2009). If evaporation is strong, by 

the time the downburst reaches the surface, there may not be any precipitation associated 

with it. In this case, the feature is called a dry downburst. If there is precipitation then it is 

called a wet downburst or microburst as the case may be.  

There are algorithmic radar techniques for the identification of all of these severe weather 
features (Dance and Potts, 2002; Donaldson and Desrochers, 1990; Johnson et al, 1998; Joe et 

                                                 
1It is beyond the scope of this contribution to illustrate the various severe hazards in detail – 
see references for fourther information. 
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al, 2004; Kessler and Wilson, 1971; Lakshmanan et al, 2003; Lakshmanan and Smith, 2009; 
Lakshmanan et al, 2009; Lenning et al, 1998; Mitchell et al, 1998; Stumpf et al, 1998; Winston, 
1998; Witt et al, 1998a, Witt et al, 1998b). The efficacy of the detection depends on the radar 
scan strategy and quality of the radar (range, azimuth resolution, cycle time, sensitivity, 
elevation angles, number of elevation tilts, etc (Brown et al, 2000; Heinselman et al, 2008; 
Lakshmanan et al, 2006; Marshall and Ballantyne, 1975; McLaughlin et al, 2009; Vasiloff, 
2001).  

2.2 Watches 

Watches are based on the concept that the juxtaposition of dynamics, thermodynamics and a 
mechanism to create upward motion and/or a mechanism to remove inhibition factors 
exists. This is often called the ingredients approach as one looks to see where the various 
ingredients come together and that is where severe weather will occur. Historically, this is 
based on the original Fawbush and Miller Technique (1953) but it has gone through 
significant evolution (Doswell, 1980, 1982, 1985, 2001; Johns and Doswell, 1992; Moller, 2001; 
Moninger et al, 1991; Monteverdi et al, 2003; Rasmussen, 2003; Weiss et al 1980).  

Fig. 2 shows the morphology of thunderstorms that theoretically develop under different 
wind shear and convective available potential energy (CAPE) situations (Brooks et al, 1993; 
Brooks et al, 1994; Markowski et al, 1998b; Weisman and Klemp, 1984; Weisman and 
Rotunno, 2000). Dynamics is represented by the 0-3 km magnitude of the wind shear. Other 
height limits may be used depending on the region and local operational usage. The 
atmospheric structure (low level moisture, mid level dry air, strength of inversions, etc) is 
important and the thermodynamics is represented by CAPE in this figure. While shear and 
CAPE are two basic indices that are often used, many other indices are investigated and 
used.  

 

Fig. 2. Thunderstorm type as a function of CAPE and Shear. 
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Watches are generally very broad in spatial nature due to the spatial density of the 
observations (soundings and surface observation), and models which are based on the 
observations, which is very sparse. The resulting analysis of severe weather potential is 
therefore necessarily broad. The situation is also very fluid and there can be many local 
factors such a topography or land-water boundaries or rural- urban differences, to name just 
a few (King et al, 2003; Wasula et al, 2002; Wilson et al, 2010). What are very difficult to 
identify are potential mechanisms to create upward motion (the trigger) or to overcome the 
convective inhibition (break the cap). On a synoptic scale, this could be lift generated by 
cold or warm fronts but on a smaller scale, they can be created by dry lines, thunderstorm 
outflows, lake-land breezes, urban hot spots, etc. Often they are very low level and therefore 
hard to observe. So forecasts of severe weather are indications that the potential ingredients 
exist. They are therefore very broad and strategic in nature. 

2.3 Warnings 

Weather warnings are issued when there is very high likelihood of severe weather. A 
broadly worded severe weather thunderstorm warning is most often first issued. If 
appropriate, it is followed by a more specific warning on a particular thunderstorm and 
specific severe weather element. This approach is not universal but is dependent on the 
climatology of severe weather and the level of the warning service that can or has been 
decided to provide. An important aspect of the detail of the warning is the ability to use the 
information by the end-user, which is often the public. The public may not know how to 
react. Given the "cry wolf" syndrome, there needs to be an education process (see Fig. 1). 
Often, a disaster is needed to get the attention of the public but the significance of the event 
can be lost in a few short years. Civil emergency services and hydro utilities can plan their 
post- event remediation actions/locations based on the warning areas and products. So, 
there can be many variations and underlying philosophies for the provision of warning 
services. This partially drives the design of the radar processing, visualization and warning 
preparations systems. It is one thing if severe weather is prevalent and there is a dedicated 
forecaster for a small area and the public is well attuned to the severity of the weather and 
have tornado shelters (Andra et al, 2002). It is another thing if the forecaster has to cover 
several radars and dealing with ill informed users (Leduc et al, 2002; Schumacher et al, 
2010). 

3. Identifying severe thunderstorms 

3.1 Lemon technique 

The specificity of the severe thunderstorm warning is primarily based on a radar feature 
identification technique attributed to Lemon (1977, 1980) and is based on a morphological 
approach (Moller et al, 1994). It is beyond the scope of this contribution to present or 
describe the various types of thunderstorms (Fig. 3 shows a small sample). As mentioned 
earlier, precipitation and precipitation cores form aloft and then descend.  

The following features need to be identified:  

 tilted updraft, and/or weak or bound weak echo region 

 displaced echo top relative to the low-mid level core 

 strong reflectivity gradients 
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 high low level reflectivity core displace towards the updraft 

 concavity (hook echo)  

 deviant motion (right or left mover, depending on hemisphere)  

 rotation 

This is a highly condensed version of the technique and there are many subtleties and 
morphological pathways as storms evolve. Severe storms begin as non-severe storms and 
algorithm developers and forecasters try very hard to extend lead times by trying to identify 
the severity of the future storm as early as possible. Note also that it is often in the 
collapsing stages of the storm (indicated by collapsing echo top or a descending core) when 
the severe weather reaches the surface (see Fig. 4).  

 

Fig. 3. It is obligatory to show radar images of severe convective storms. Linear convective 
storms are show in (a) and (b) whereas isolated thunderstorms are shown in (c) and (d). 
Except for (d), reflectivity and radial velocity images are shown together. Fig. 3a shows 
double squall lines (1) with embedded cells and mesocyclones (2). (3) shows a shear line 
associated with a cold frontal passage, so the mesocyclones are pre-frontal and likely to 
have formed on a previously formed outflow boundary. Fig 3b shows embedded 
thunderstorms on a bow echo. Note the boundaries (5) ahead of the bow echo. (8) shows a 
meso-scale intense straight line wind (nearing 48 m/s). Fig 3c show an isolated 
thunderstorm with a mesocyclone (4). Boundaries (5) can be seen and to be associated 
with the entire mesoscale convective complex and not just one individual cell. Fig. 3d 
shows the splitting of an isolated tornado producing storm. The yellow shading is the 40 
dBZ contour. Often, cell identification thresholds are set lower (30 or 35 dBZ) in an 
attempt to get earlier cell detections but this demonstrates that this results in detecting 
different storm structures. 

Not discussed here is the identification of the initiation phase of convective weather (Wilson 
et al, 1998). Significant progress has been made in the warning of air mass thunderstorms. In 
the past, these were considered random and unforecastable. Wilson et al (1998) demonstrate 
that they are not random but form on boundaries (see the fine lines on Fig. 3c). Roberts et al 
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(2006) discuss the tools to help bridge the convective initiation phase to the severe phase of 
thunderstorm nowcasting.  The science or theory of thunderstorm is still evolving (Brooks et 
al, 1994; Brunner et al, 2007; Markowski, 2002; Rasmussen et al, 1994; Weisman and 
Rotunno, 2004). 

 

Fig. 4. A time-height diagram through the core of a long lived thunderstorm with a 

mesocyclone. The “nose” on the left side of the shading indicates the precipitation and the 

mesocyclone originate at mid-levels of the atmosphere and develop vertically up and down. 

In the collapse phase of the storm or mesocyclone top, the severe weather reaches the 

ground (adapted from Burgess et al, 1993; Lemon and Doswell, 1979).  

3.2 Other data sets  

This contribution focuses on radar and its use in the preparation of warnings. In fact, all 

sources of observations and information are used to validate and enforce the conceptual 

models used to produce the warnings. Satellite imagery, such as provided by MSG and the 

future GOES-R, will be able to provide 5 minute updates over limited areas. Lightning 

networks are now prevalent and often used as surrogates for radar data where none is 

available. They also directly observe the lightning hazard (Branick et al, 1992; Gatlin et al, 

2010; Goodman et al, 1988; Knupp et al, 2003; Lang et al, 2004; Schultz et al, 2011;). Even 

though a single lightning flash can cause serious harm or death, table 2 indicates that, in 

Canada, a propensity of lightning strikes is needed before a lightning warning will be 

issued. Surface wind reports can be also used. However, a tornado or a microburst is 

relatively small and most operational networks are too sparse to effectively sample the 

atmosphere for such a small feature. At some airports, a dense network of anemometers is 

established for this specific problem (Wilson et al, 1998). An important data set are eye 

witness reports (Doswell et al, 1999; Moller 1978; Smith, 1999). In the past, eye witness 

reports were required before a tornado warning would be issued. This made all tornado 

warnings "late" with negative lead times. This was done in order not to "cry wolf" and 

"alarm the public". An emerging source of information is the use of high resolution NWP 

(Hoekstra et al 2011; Li, 2010; Stensrud et al 2009). While phase errors exist (time and 

location of the thunderstorm), the models appear to be able to capture the morphology of 

the storm (see Fig. 2). While radar is the core observation system for severe weather 

warnings at the convective scale, these are not available everywhere.  A warning service that 

does not include radar has yet to be effectively demonstrated. 
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3.3 Radar dependencies 

The Lemon technique implies that volume scanning radars are needed since many of the 
critical features originate aloft (see Fig. 4). Both, high data quality (Joe, 2009; Lakshmanan et 
al, 2007; Lakshmanan et al 2010; Lakshmanan et al, 2011) and rapid update cycles for the fast 
evolving thunderstorms (Crum and Alberty, 1993; Marshall and Ballantyne, 1975). In order 
to detect low level "clear air" boundaries important for the identification of convective 
initiation, high sensitivity is critical. Research literature often shows many examples of 
extensive clear air radar echoes that are not operationally observed. The operational 
question is whether it is a radar sensitivity issue or the lack of insect targets (the clear air 
targets have been identified as insects through dual-polarization signatures). Extensive clear 
air echoes are commonly reported observed on the WSR-88D and primarily in certain parts 
of the United States (Wilson et al, 1998). Table 5 shows the sensitivity of a small sample of 
radars including the WSR-88D, WSR-98D (S Band radars) and three C Band radars, one of 
which is a low powered (8 kW), travelling wave tube (TWT) solid sate pulse compression 
radar (Joe, 2009; Bech et al, 2004;  O’Hora and Bech, 2007). In units of dBZ, the sensitivity is a 
function of range.  Fifty kilometer range is arbitrarily chosen to compare the radar 
sensitivities. The table shows that all these state of the art radars can have comparable 
sensitivity.  Therefore, the apparent lack of clear air echoes is due to the lack of local clear air 
radar targets and not due to radar sensitivity or wavelength (for example, see May et al, 
2004).  In addition, due to the dependendence of the backscatter on the inverse frequency 
squared, C Band radars should observe insects better than S Band radars. 

 

Radar MDS at 50 km 

WSR-98D (TJ) -6.0dBZ
WSR-98D (BJ) -5.5 dBZ
WSR-88D (KTLX) -7.5 dBZ
WSR-88D (KLCH) -8.5 dBZ
WKR Conventional C Band (2 μs pulse) -11.0 dBZ
WKR Conventional C Band (0.5 μs pulse) -5.0 dBZ
CDV TWT (8kW) C Band (1 μs pulse) 6.0 dBZ
CDV TWT (8kW) C Band (5 μs pulse) -7.0 dBZ
CDV TWT (8kW) C Band (NLFM 30 μs pulse) -6.0 dBZ
CDV TWT (8kW) C Band (NLFM 40 μs pulse) -9.0 dBZ
INM Conventional C Band (2 μs pulse) -9.0 dBZ

Table 5. Minimum Detectable Signal of Various Radars 

4. Forecast process and system design  

Perhaps the most important consideration in the design of the operational radar processing, 
visualization and decision-making is the underlying philosophy of the weather service, 
existing systems and, of course, the capabilities and resources available (Joe et al 2002).  In 
many cases, the warning service requirements are driven not only by the scientific 
capabilities or the needs but also by the political, societal and economic norms. Often a 
warning service is an ethical and moral reaction by NHMS's to a damaging event or events 
and hence it is also a political reaction by governments. This varies considerably from place 
to place. These requirements are tempered by existing observational infrastructure. Are 
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there functioning radars or other data sources? Is there the capacity to design or even adopt 
a radar processing system? Is there the knowledge and capacity to interpret the data 
products to make effective warning decisions and issue warnings? And is there a way to 
reach the end-user in a timely fashion? It should not be forgotten that the end-user must be 
educated on the meaning of the warning and on how to react appropriately.  Is there 
sufficient budget to develop a warning system?  What is risk is acceptable?  What level is the 
moral outrage? 

An often overlooked design issue is the organization of the weather service. Warnings are 

provided for small areas (scale of the weather feature) in order to mitigate the "cry wolf" 

syndrome to be effective (Barnes et al, 2007; Hammer and Schmidlin, 2002). The critical issue 

is the capacity to provide the attention to the detail given the totality of the forecast 

responsibilities. The system design will be quite different if there are many forecast offices 

and few radars (one to one) compared to few offices and many radars (one office to ten 

radars as in Canada).  

Of course, an overarching issue is the climatology of severe weather which ultimately is the 

core issue. For many countries, convective weather may occur year round and some only for 

the summer season. In the latter case, a design question is to determine the use case for the 

shoulder season where severe weather may occur unexpectedly and the warning service is 

seasonal.  

Severe weather forecasting requires a unique forecasting skill set. In synoptic forecasting 

(for 12 hours and beyond), the forecaster compares current observations to numerical 

weather prediction models to evaluate the appropriateness of the model or to develop a 

conceptual model of the weather for the creation of the public forecast product (Doswell 

2004). The product is usually produced on a fixed schedule. In severe weather forecasting, 

the observations need to be timely; there is urgency in the interpretation and the generation 

of the warning product. It is a "short fused" situation. These require different personality 

types and this also drives the design considerations. In order to mitigate the "cry wolf" 

situation while maintaining high probability of detection, a dedicated and separate warning 

forecaster function is required to be able to address the immediacy issues of the warning 

service.  These are just some of the design considerations for a radar processing and 

visualization system and the forecast process for the provision of severe weather warnings. 

Forecast process refers to all components of the transformation of the data or observations 

into information used for decision- making and warning service production. It includes both 

the human and their tools and is often referred to as the man-machine mix. Given all the 

degrees of freedom in the chain, there are different models of the forecast process.  

In the next section, a global survey (necessarily incomplete) is presented that will briefly 

examine the operational or near-operational systems that have been developed. Many have 

commonalities and only the underlying unique aspects will be highlighted. 

5. Components of a basic system 

In this section, the basic components or issues of severe weather radar 
processing/visualization are briefly discussed and a block diagram is provide in Fig. 5. The 
benefits of different radar types are discussed elsewhere (WMO, 2008). 
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Fig. 5. The flow of the radar data to warning product is much the same in all systems. But 
the contents of each stage can be different. Except for one system described in this 
contribution, all the others require human decision-making at stage C before the warning 
product is issued to the public. In the case of KONRAD (see section 6.10), the product goes 
mainly to “sophisticated” users.  

5.1 Data quality 

Radar processing systems need quality controlled data. This can occur in a separate and 
independent process. In some cases, it is part of the adjustments and corrections that need to 
be made. Before the severe weather processing occurs (stage B in Fig. 5), it is assumed that 
the data is free of anomalous propagation, ground clutter and biases in power are adjusted. 
Second trip echoes and range folded may still be in the Doppler data (Joe 2009; Lakshmanan 
et al, 2010; Lakshmanan et al, 2011).  

In high shear environments the assumption that the radial velocities within a range volume 
are uniform may not be satisfied (Holleman and Beekhuis 2003; Joe and May 2003). Fig 6ab 
shows a simulated Doppler velocity spectrum (based on an example in Doviak and Zrnic, 
1984) of a tornado contained within a single range volume. The spectrum is bi-modal and 
the peaks at located at the speed of the radial components of the tornado. Normally it is uni-
modal and Gaussian in shape. Fig. 6cd show the measured spectrum given two different 
Nyquist limits. The spectrum is aliased and overlaps with itself. The smaller the Nyquist 
limit, the greater the overlap. In highly sheared regions, the velocity data is noisy and can be 
non-sensical. The chapter on quantitative precipitation estimation addresses many of the 
quality control issues.  
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Fig. 6. (a) Doppler velocity spectra at different ranges made with a radar with a very large 
Nyquist interval. The arrow points to the tornado. The spectrum is bi-model. (b) a 
simulation of the spectra. (c) and (d) are simulated measured spectra made with different 
Nyquist intervals. The spectrum overlaps and is aliased. In (c) the spectra is bi-modal still, 
would produce a radial velocity estimate near zero with a very broad variance. In (d), the 
mean is still zero, the spectra is uni-modal with a smaller variance.  

6. Global survey 

This section provides a necessarily brief global survey of various convective weather radar 

processing systems. In fact, there are only a few NHMS’ that actually provide a severe 

weather warning service. The systems are presented in a sequence that approximately 

matches when they were developed and the reader can follow the progression of the system 

and philosophical developments.  

6.1 RADAP – II, U.S.A. 

The first radar processing system for severe weather was RADAP-II and it was built in the 
1970’s (Winston and Ruthi, 1986) and it followed from D/RADEX (Breidenbach et al, 1995; 
Saffle, 1976) within the National Weather Service. They used VIL (vertically integrated liquid 
water) and a significant innovation was the introduction of a SWP (Severe Weather 
Probability) product. They were using probabilistic and uncertainty concepts then! There were 
many innovations with RADAP-II but its deployment was curtailed due to the development of 
the Doppler upgrade called the WSR-88D (Crum and Alberty, 1993; Lemon et al, 1977; Wilson 
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et al, 1980). Crane (1979) developed the cell identification techniques based on peak detection. 
These systems left a legacy for the development of the WSR88D algorithms. McGill developed 
SHARP (Bellon and Austin, 1978) for precipitation nowcasting and developed the cross-
correlation method for echo tracking which is still used today. It did not specifically address 
severe weather algorithms, which is the focus of this contribution. 

6.2 WSR-88D, U.S.A., WSR-98D, China 

Many of the innovations for the reflectivity-only algorithms of RADAP-II were adopted and 
significantly enhanced for the WSR88D (Crum and Alberty, 1993; Kitzmiller et al, 1995). 
Doppler algorithms were developed for mesocyclone and gust front detection (Hermes et al 
1993; Uyeda and Zrnic, 1986; Zrnic et al, 1985). Considerable effort has been expended to 
improve upon these initial efforts. A search of the American Meteorological Society journal 
publications will illustrate that. Initially, the output from the WSR88D Radar Product 
Generator was displayed on a dedicated radar-only visualization system called the Principal 
User Product (PUP) display for the forecaster and later the forecaster workstation called 
AWIPS was used. This integrated all the data and products that the forecaster needed. WSR-
88D algorithms were later deployed on the WSR-98D radars made by MetStar and used in 
China, Romania, India, Korea and other places. 

A fundamental question arose as to the role of automated guidance products versus manual 
interpretation (Andra et al, 2002). It is clear that automated generated products are for 

guidance and it should not be mistakenly interpreted that warnings were automatically 
generated and issued without an intervening well trained decision-maker. Initially, there 

was an extensive radar training program for forecasters, up to 6 weeks for specialists. 
Clearly, the expectation was that an expert level of training was needed to interpret Doppler 

radar data for severe weather warnings. This was re-enforced by the work of Pliske et al 
(1997) who analyzed how to achieve the expected benefits of a modernization program. This 

resulted in the development of an on-going training program for decision-making at the 
appropriately named, Warning Decision Training Branch of the National Severe Storms 

Laboratory. Professionally trained instructors on cognitive principles interactively have the 

skills to tailor the material to the appropriate knowledge level, abilities and learning styles 
of the student. It is a model for professional training.  

6.3 TITAN – NCAR 

TITAN (Thunderstorm identification, tracking and nowcasting) was first developed in 

South Africa and then later at NCAR for support of weather modification programs. Dixon 

and Weiner (1993) described a simple but brilliant threshold technique for the identification 

of thunderstorm cell cores. This simplified the peak detection techniques of the Crane (1979) 

technique as the latter identified many weak cells and challenged the computing power of 

the day. It also described a methodology for tracking. It could be argued that this is the most 

widely used system in the world. It is freely available and requires some expertise to 

implement. It is used extensively in research environments (Lei et al, 2009). It is a stand 

alone system and integrating it into an operational environment has been done but there are 

capacity and support issues to consider. For example, it is used at the South African 

Weather Service. 
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6.4 WDSS-I and II – USA 

WDSS-I was a research analysis tool and made great strides in developing innovative 
algorithms and concepts. WDSS-I (Eilts et al, 1996) processed single radar data. A 
particular innovation was the Storm Cell Identification and Tracking algorithm (Johnson 
et al, 1998) which ranked the storms by severity. This extended the SWP product from 
RADAP-II. This system is commercially available from Weather Decision Technologies. 
WDSS-II was an enhanced version of WDSS-I (Lakshmanan et al, 2006). It has a multi-
radar capability and integrates other data. Fig. 7 shows a chart of the data processing flow 
and lists the algorithms. A technical innovation is in the handling of radar data in overlap 
regions. Radar cell identifications (and others such as mesocyclone detection) are first 
done along each PPI surface to identify 2D cell objects. Then these 2D objects are collated 
together into a 3D multi-radar object. A five minute window is used to aggregate the data 
and cells are time shifted to a common moment in time. A service innovation is that this 
extends the warning service capability to a regional level (more than the domain of single 
radar). WDSS-II saw the return to the display of more imagery to support experts in their 
decision-making (Fig. 8).  

Fig. 8 shows shear fields and aggregated shear fields. While they were computed as part of 
the severe weather algorithms internal computations, they were not previously displayed. 
With the development of fast computers and display capabilities and the realization that 
expert forecasters can effectively use these products, they became in vogue. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 7. The data flow of the WDSS-II system. This system integrates “other” data (numerical 
weather prediction data) including model data into the radar processing. While this is 
common for QPE applications to help identify the bright band or melting level, this was an 
innovation in severe weather processing.  
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Fig. 8. In this system, there is a trend to go back to basic imagery products such as shear and 
aggregated shear to aid in the interpretation and utility of the data.  

6.5 CARDS – Canada 

The CARDS (Canadian Radar Decision Support) system was developed as part of the radar 
upgrade (Joe et al, 2002; Lapczak et al, 1999) and built on the previous concepts. In Canada, 
a single severe weather forecaster is responsible for the provision of warnings for the area 
coverage of about ten radars. This is in contrast to other countries, where it is approximately 
one radar for one forecaster. While this may seem like a work overload situation, there are 
some interesting side benefits. It has been estimated that in a one radar for one forecaster 
situation, a forecaster will likely face only one significant event in his career. In the 
Canadian scenario, a severe weather forecaster will therefore experience ten big events.  It 
can be argued that these experienced forecasters will be better at decision making and will 
therefore make better warnings (Doswell, 2004). Forecasting is a complex process and it 
remains to be seen whether this is a true. Given these constraints, the weather service of 
Canada is arguably the most reliant on automated guidance products. They are critical in 
aiding the forecaster to diagnose those cells which need detailed interrogation to upgrade 
from a severe weather warning to a more specific warning. 
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Fig. 9. An example of a CARDS composite, SCIT and cell view. The size of the forecast 

domain is about ~2000 km x 1600 km. The image shows a zoomed image of the cells, tracks 

and lightning strikes. Eight Canadian radars and 12 US radars contribute to the image. The 

composite and the SCIT table products are invoked and displayed at the same time. The 

forecaster can either drill down to a CELL VIEW via the composite or via the SCIT table. 

They can also rapidly survey the cells from the SCIT table without invoking the CELL VIEW 

products. The colour coding indicates the categorical ranking. On the right is an example of 

a cell view. This shows a variety of images that allows the forecaster to quickly make a 

decision as to the severity of the storm. The product shows an ensemble product of the 

algorithms (upper left hand corner, not described), automatically determined cross-sections, 

four CAPPIs (1.5, 3.0, 7.0, 9.0 km), reflectivity gradient, MAXR, echo top, VIL density, Hail, 

BWER and 45 dBZ echo top and time graphs. 

In an envisioned future exercise for the design of CARDS, it was identified that there was 

actually no hard requirement for single radar products. One of the main reasons for missed 

warnings was that the forecaster was so intent on one thunderstorm that they forgot about 

the others. There was a loss of situational awareness. This happens even with experienced 

forecasters or analysts and is common in many fields where critical decisions are made. A 

regional composite that could display and overlay the most popular products (CAPPI, 

EchoTop, etc) is the main product to maintain situational awareness. Thunderstorms cell 

locations are identified, ranked, color coded and displayed on the composite and in a table 

similar to the SCIT table. Selecting the cell of interest in the composite or in the table, the 

user is able to quickly and rapidly drill down to reveal a cell view product (Fig. 9) that 

contain all the products that the user would use to interrogate a cell and make decisions. 

The cell view has a legacy from Chisholm and Renick (1972). The design exercise also 

identified the critical reliance on automated guidance products. 

Another important innovation is that the visualization tool for the image and data products 

is based on hypertext transfer protocol (http) which means that any computer regardless of 

operating system can access the full functionality of the radar data. Analyzing 

breakthroughs in the use of radar, access to the data and the products has been “the” key 

innovation. Recall the days of radar operators who hand drew radar maps or the facsimile 
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machine or the mono or color graphics terminal. Each innovation increased the capacity to 

deliver better products. In today’s technology, every button press or mouse click that is 

eliminated delivers “a big bang for the buck”. This key innovation allowed the data to be 

effectively used in the Sydney Olympic Command Centre (Joe et al, 2004; Keenan et al, 

2004). 

Similar to the SCIT of WDSS-I, CARDS implemented a fuzzy logic technique to rank storms. 
The technique is configurable (see Table 6). It shows the parameters that the users decided 
to use and the thresholds that they considered as weak, moderate, strong and severe (see 
also Doswell et al, 2006). 

In the overlap region, cells are selected from one radar or the other, unlike WDSS-II. Due 
to attenuation concerns, lack of experience with the fuzzy logic storm severity technique 
and that reflectivity (and reflectivity based products) was still the prime parameter for 
determining storm severity; users selected the cell detection with the maximum 
reflectivity as the cell for visualization. However, this would likely not be the case 
anymore as nearest radar or maximum information or maximum severity ranking would 
be chosen today.  

 

Thresholds  Rank BWER Meso Hail Wdraft Vil 
density 

Max Z 45 dBZ 

(0-8) ETop 

   count m/s/km cm m/s kg m^2 / 
km 

dBZ km 

 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Minimum 1 0-2 5-11 4 0.5 10 2.2 30 5.5 

Weak 2 3-4 12-17 6 1.3 15 3 45 8.5 

Moderate 3 5-6 18-21 8 2.3 20 3.5 50 10.5 

Severe 4 7+ 22-26 10 5 25 4 60 12.5 

Notes:          

 Rank:  5-6 means a value of 5 or more but less than 7.   

 WER:  The number of directions where reflectivity 
increases 

  

   determines a BWER (with low reflectivity below)   

 Meso:  Average Pattern Vector Shear (see Zrnic et al, 1985)   

 Hail:  Average Hail Size      

 WDRAFT
: 

 Gust potential in 
m/s 

     

 Vil Density: Similar to WDRAFT in pattern     

 VIL  if VIL for classification then 10 20 30 40 are the thresholds  

 Max Z:  Max reflectivity in the cell     

 45 dBZ Echotop Ht: Reliable echo top parameter     

Table 6. Fuzzy Logic Membership Functions for Parameters Used to Rank Storms. 
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6.6 SWIRLS and its variants – Hong Kong, China 

In Hong Kong, lightning strikes and damaging squalls are major threats accompanying 
thunderstorms. In support of the Thunderstorm Warning operations, SWIRLS (Short-range 
Warning of Intense Rainstorms in Localized Systems) was developed to track and predict 
severe weather including rainstorms, cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning, damaging 
thunderstorm squalls and hail for the general public. The warning decision and message 
preparation are made by the Observatory’s duty forecaster. Once issued, the warning 
message are disseminated automatically through various channels including radio and 
television broadcast automatic telephone enquiry system, Internet web page, as well as 
mobile apps for smart phones and social networking platforms such as Twitter. 

An innovation is the DELITE (Detection of cloud Electrification and Lightning based on 
Isothermal Thunderstorm Echoes) algorithm for lightning warning.  It selects radar and 
other parameters most relevant to the microphysical processes leading up to the 
electrification of a cumulus cloud (Fig. 10). This includes radar reflectivity at constant 

temperature levels (0C, -10C, and -20C), the thermal profile of the troposphere (from 
either numerical weather model analysis or the latest available radiosonde data), the echo 
top height and the vertically integrated liquid (VIL).  CG lightning initiation is expected if 
prescribed thresholds are exceeded. 

The above severe weather analyses are performed on a cell basis and the threat areas are 
identified as elliptical cells in the corresponding interest fields with values greater than or 
equal to prescribed thresholds. For example, the detailed cell identification technique follows 
the GTrack algorithm of SWIRLS. For lightning and downburst, the interest fields are 3-km 
CAPPI and 0-5 km VIL respectively. The thresholds are 25 dBZ and 5 mm respectively.  

MOVA (Multi-scale Optical flow by Variational Analysis) is a gridded echo-motion field that 
is derived from consecutive radar reflectivity fields by solving an optical-flow equation with a 
smoothness constraint. To capture multi-scale echo motions, the optical-flow equation is 
solved iteratively for a cascade of grids from coarse to fine resolutions (about 512 to 3 km).  

 

Fig. 10. (a) Conceptual model of CG lightning. The main source of electric charges is assumed 

to be located in the mixed-phase layer between 0 and -20C. Prior to electrification, the updraft 
is expected to separate the charge carriers vertically. Negative charge carriers (i.e. graupel) are 
expected to reside mainly in the mixed-phase layer. The updraft pumps super-cooled rain 
water into this layer and wet the carriers. (b) Flow chart of the logic of the algorithm. 
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SWIRLS updates and outputs nowcast products at 6-minute intervals. For severe 
thunderstorms, the major results are visualized as an image product called the Severe 
Weather Map on its client workstation in the forecasting office, as well as a web page named 
SPIDASS (SWIRLS Panel for Integrated Display of Alerts on Severe Storms) dedicated for 
severe weather alerts (Fig. 11).  

 

Fig. 11. (a) shows an example of the Severe Weather Map. Textual alerts with quantitative 

details were printed at the bottom. (b) , the main panel of SPIDASS web page provides a 

compact view of all alerts arranged in rows and colour-coded for different severity levels. 

The Hong Kong Observatory has also developed separate multi-sensor thunderstorm 

nowcasting systems for the aviation community and the public utilities services (Li, 2009). A 

lightning nowcasting system, named the Airport Thunderstorm and Lightning Alerting 

System (ATLAS), covers the Hong Kong International Airport (HKIA). It combines rapidly 

updated CG lightning strike information, radar reflectivity and TREC wind information to 

nowcast lightning strikes using a modified Semi-Lagrangian advection scheme.  Depending 

on the predicted distance from HKIA, ATLAS will automatically generate RED (1km) or 

AMBER (5 km) alerts.   

ATLAS is equipped with two ensemble algorithms, to take into account the possible rapid 

development nature of lightning (transient and sporadic). The Weighted Ensemble (WE) 

algorithm sums all available 12-minute CG forecasts with decreasing weight with time.  If 

the sum exceeds an optimized threshold, alerts are created. WE has proved to be effective 

for alerting persistent and wide-spread thunderstorms.   The Time Lagged Ensemble (TLE) 

algorithm sums the 1-minute forecasts valid at the same time from the twelve 1-minute 

forecasts provided in the past 12 minutes with decreasing weight over time.  TLE is proved 

to be more skilful in predicting rapidly developing, small or wide-spread thunderstorms 

than WE.  Figure 12 shows a snapshot of the ATLAS product.   
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Fig. 12. A snapshot of ATLAS webpage.  The image shows the actual position of the CGs 
(ellipses with solid line), the predicted CGs (ellipses with dashed line), the 12-minute 
forecast in blue and the 30-minute forecast in grey. 

The Aviation Thunderstorm Nowcasting System (ATNS) has been developed to predict the 

movement of thunderstorms to help local Air Traffic Management to better manage the 

flight traffic over the Hong Kong Flight Information Region for the next few hours (Li and 

Wong, 2010). A blending approach is adopted to extend the forecast range and to capture 

the development and dissipation of thunderstorms. The NWP model used is a high 

resolution non-hydrostatic model with horizontal resolution of 5 km (Li et al. 2005; Wong et 

al. 2009).  Volume radar reflectivity data are ingested into the model via the LAPS data 

assimilation system (Albers et al. 1996) and radar Doppler radial wind and 3D radar winds 

are assimilated via the JNoVA-3DVAR data assimilation system (Honda et al. 2005) to 

improve the initial moisture field and wind fields, respectively.  

The blending algorithm is as follows: (i) SWIRLS radar forecast reflectivity is converted into 
surface precipitation using a dynamic reflectivity-rainfall (Z-R) relation; (ii) precipitation 
forecasts are extracted from the NHM; and (iii) then they are blended. The latter blending 
process involves: (i) Phase correction where a variational technique minimizes the root 
mean square error of the forecast rainfall field from a previous model run (usually 
initialized at 1-2 hours before) and the actual radar-raingauge derived precipitation 
distribution (Wong et al. 2009). (ii) Calibration of the QPF rainfall intensities is based on the 
observed radar-based quantitative precipitation estimate (QPE), and (iii) blending of 
calibrated model QPF with the radar nowcast out to 6 hours where the weighting is biased 
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to the nowcasts in the early stages and towards the model at the longer lead times.  Figure 
13 shows the comparison between the effects of ATNS using SWIRLS simple extrapolation 
(1-6 hours forecasts) and ATNS using SWIRLS-NHM blended forecasts for the case of 4 Jun 
2009 (1-6 hour forecasts).  The simple TREC extrapolation (left column) overpredicts the 
rainfall intensities in this case at long lead times (6 hours). 

 

Fig. 13. An example showing the comparison between the effects of SWIRLS simple 
extrapolation and blending of SWIRLS and NHM rainfall. Figures from top to bottom are 1-
hr, 2-hr and 6hr simple extrapolation (left column), AANS blended precipitation (middle 
column) forecasts and the radar-based QPE (different scale). 
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6.7 SIGOONS – France 

Significant Weather Object Oriented Nowcast System (SIGOONS) is a component of the 
Synergie workstation (Brovelli et al, 2005). Thunderstorm cells are identified using the RDT 
(Rapidly Developing Thunderstorms) technique by Hering et al (2005) and are represented 
as objects. This database is updated every five minutes and is automatically quality 
controlled against other observational data. The objects may have deterministic and 
probabilistic attributes and have a time dimension – they can grow and decay. Products are 
automatically generated and tailored according to pre-defined customer requirements. 
Discrepancies are brought to the attention of the forecaster who can select persistence over 
linear extrapolation nowcasts. The forecaster can take additional initiative. The attributes of 
the weather objects can be manipulated and altered by forecasters.  

6.8 THESPA and TIFS, Australia 

Within the Bureau of Meteorology, forecasters use RAPIC to interactively interrogate the 
data. The innovation is the radar data is loaded on the graphics memory of the client 
computer and extremely rapid response of the display is achieved. To avoid dual-PRF 
dealiasing errors, only single PRF data is used resulting in a Nyquist interval of 16 m/s. This 
implies considerable forecaster training is required to interpret highly aliased Doppler data. 

Thunderstorm Strike Probability (THESPA, Dance et al, 2010) generates probabilistic 
nowcasts. Using the historical statistics of the nowcast position errors as a function of lead 
time and detected storm properties, storm motion is modeled as a bivariate Gaussian 
distribution on storm speed and direction. For a given geographical point, the strike 
probability from all possible thunderstorms is computed for the forecast period (Fig. 14).  

The algorithm is embedded in the Thunderstorm Interactive Forecast System (TIFS, Bally 
2004). The Beijing Olympics provided an opportunity to explore and prototype new 
nowcasting techniques (Wang et al, 2010). TIFS was modified to ingest the storm locations and 
tracks from the CARDS, SWIRLS, WDSS and TITAN to create a poor man’s ensemble. From 
each of the storms and tracks, THESPA was used to compute a consensus or ensemble strike 
probability (Fig. 14b). A warning product would be automatically generated. The analyst (B08 
Forecast Demonstration Project team member) would evaluate the product and determine if 
intervention was needed. The analyst could then use the graphical interface and add, delete or 
modify cells or tracks. The analyst could view and modify any of the ensemble members and 
the strike probability display would update. Accepting the change would regenerate the 
automated warning product, be disseminated and overwriting the fully automated product. 

6.9 NoCAWS – SMB 

The Shanghai Meteorological Bureau’s NoCAWS system was one of the nowcast systems 
used for the World Expo on Nowcasting Services (WENS) component of the Multi-hazard 
Early Warning Service project (MHEWS). It integrates observations, mesoscale models and 
nowcasts to host data displays; analysis tools, severe weather alerting tools to generate 
automatic forecasts and warning for forecasters. It covers the scales from outlooks to 
warnings. An innovative feature is lightning forecasts. COTREC winds are used to nowcast 
cell motions. Advection and statistical relationships between lightning and reflectivity are 
used to nowcast lightning (Fig. 15) 
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Fig. 14. (a) The detected thunderstorm is the ellipse oriented south-west to north-east.  A 
motion to the south east is shown. The contours and shading show the probability that the 
thunderstorm will advect or propagate into those locations. The probabilities were verified 
for a season of storms around Sydney and Beijing, with excellent reliability, with a Brier skill 
score of between 0.36 and 0.44 with respect to an advected threat area forecast. (b) An 
example of a prototype TIFS strike probability product. Three cells are identified as A, B and 
C and represented as ellipses. The tracks of B and C are indicted by the partial ellipses and 
the colours indicate the strike probability, marked as E and F and appear consistent. The 
track for cell A is marked as D1 and appears anomalous. D2 is the track that the analyst has 
modified to produce the final strike probability map (c). 

 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 15. This figure shows a nowcast of the reflectivity and lightning from NoCAWS. The 
plus signs are nowcasts of lightning strikes. 
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6.10 KONRAD/NinJo/NowCastMIX – DWD 

There are several tools in the German Weather Service and include KONRAD (Lang et al, 
2001), Mesocyclone detection (Hengstebeck et al, 2011), AutoWARN, EPM (editing, 
prediction, monitoring), Cellviews (Joe et al, 2003). All of these are integrated into the Ninjo 
system (Koppert et al, 2004). KONRAD was developed as a research prototype and uses a 
variable elevation angle PPI reflectivity product for the identification and warning potential 
of cells.  The 10 minute volume scan product is used for further classification. The cells are 
displayed as abstractions and only a >28dBZ contour is displayed in the end user product 
(Fig. 16). Of all the systems discussed, it is the only truly automated system where the 
products go directly out to the end-user without human oversight. However, it targets 
sophisticated end-users such as emergency authorities, county administrators, fire 
departments and the military and not the public. One could argue that these are guidance 
products for external versus internal decision-makers for planning but not warning service.  
So the “cry wolf” syndrome is not a significant issue.  This does demonstrate the potential 
use of fully authomated products. 

 

Fig. 16. An example of the abstraction from reflectivity to symbolic representation of 
thunderstorms from the KONRAD system. It is the only system described in the contribution 
that is totally automated. It is directed to “sophisticated users” for planning purposes. 

The AutoWARN system in NinJo integrates various meteorological data and products in a 
warning decision support process, generating real-time warning proposals for assessment 
and possible modification by the duty forecasters. These warnings finally issued by the 
forecaster are then exported to a system generating textual and graphical warning products 
for dissemination to customers. On very short, nowcasting timescales, several systems are 
continuously monitored. These include the radar-based storm-cell identification and 
tracking methods, KONRAD and CellMOS; 3D radar volume scans yielding vertically 
integrated liquid water (VIL) composites; precise lightning strike locations; the precipitation 
prediction system, RadVOR-OP as well as synoptic reports and the latest high resolution 
numerical analysis and forecast data.  
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Fig. 17. An example of NowcastMix. It combines and merges the output from several 
nowcasting systems into a hazard map. 

Since there are several nowcasting systems avaliable, NowCastMIX processes these 
available nowcast products together in an integrated grid-based analysis, providing a 
generic, optimal warning solution with a 5-minute update cycle.  The products are 
combined using a fuzzy logic approach (James et al 2011). The method includes estimates 
for the storm cell motion by combining raw cell tracking inputs from the KONRAD and 
CellMOS systems with vector fields derived from comparing consecutive radar images. 
Finally, the resulting gridded warning fields are spatially filtered to provide regionally-
optimized warning levels for differing thunderstorm severities for forecasters. NowCastMIX 
delivers a synthesis of the various nowcasting and forecast model system inputs to provide 
consolidated sets of most-probable short-term forecasts (Fig. 17). 

6.11 Japan – JMA 

Japan Meteorological Agency initiated their hazardous wind warning program in 2007. A 
hazardous-wind-possibility-index is calculated based on the NWP prediction of wind and 
radar reflectivity exceeding a threshold. An innovation is the use of a template matching 
technique for the detection of mesocyclones. Rankine vortex and divergence flow field 
templates of different intensity and spatial scale are generated and matched to the radial 
velocity field. This is done every five minutes. Detections on two consecutive time steps are 
required as a quality controlled metric. Then the two estimates are combined every ten 
minutes to estimate a hazardous wind potential. Nowcasting is based on a motion analysis. 
Different thresholds are statistically established and the success ratio (1-FAR) and the 
probability of detection (POD) are used to categorize the hazard level (Table 7). If level 2 is 
exceeded (see Fig. 18), then it alerts a forecaster to issue Hazardous Wind Watch. A 
forecaster may ignore the level 2 information, when: (i) the storm is near the boundary of a 
warning area and it will be out before the time of warning or (ii) the quality of radar data 
seems poor (e.g. AP or sea clutter). A forecaster can issue a warning at level 1 when (i) 
reliable report of a tornado/tornadoes and/or and (ii) strong gust (say, greater than 30 m/s) 
caused by a convective cloud. 
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Warning Level Criteria 

2 Success Ratio = 1- FAR = 5- 10% with POD=20-30% 
1 1-FAR= 1-5% and POD=60-70% 

Table 7. Hazardous Criteria Level 

 

Fig. 18. The processing steps for hazardous wind potential at JMA. It is typical of current 
systems where mesoscale NWP predictions are assumed to be good enough to match with 
the observations. 

6.12 SWAN – CHINA/CMA 

In 2008, the China Meteorological Administration (CMA) launched a campaign on the 
development of its first version of integrated nowcasting system SWAN (Severe Weather 
Analysis and Nowcast system). This system aims at providing an integrated, state-of-the-art 
and timely severe weather nowcast platform for operational forecasters at all levels over 
China. SWAN ingests data from China’s new generation Doppler radars (both S-band and 
C-band), automatic weather station, satellite, and mesoscale numerical weather prediction 
model. It offers a tool for severe weather monitoring, analysis, nowcasting and warnings 
such as flashing a real-time alert, driving next algorithm processes and sending a warning 
via SMS, etc.  

The server application includes several modules, such as providing log files for monitoring 
system behavior, configuring network environment, setting data acquisition parameters, 
performing quality control for radar data and AWS data, generating 3D radar reflectivity 
mosaic, running algorithm for nowcast products, analyzing observation data and providing 
message for alerting the forecasters. 
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The client refreshes real-time observations cycled in 5 min from radars and AWS (automatic 
weather stations) and provides real-time alerts (sounding, flashing) for indication of severe 
weather events (meeting certain thresholds such as wind speeds or rainfall amounts). It also 
provides an interactive tool for preparing, editing and issuing Nowcast and warning for 
severe weathers 

Based on quality control, a regional 3D reflectivity mosaic is produced by trying to fill the 
gaps that are generated by terrain blockage or AP. Products such as vertically integrated 
liquid (VIL) , echo top (ET) and COTREC winds are then derived. QPE algorithm involves 
extraction of convective echoes from stratiform echoes by texture and horizontal gradient 
properties. Different Z-R relations are used for convective rain and stratiform rain. COTREC 
(continuous tracking radar echo by correlation) vectors are echo motion vectors that are 
derived from moving radar reflectivity patterns through grid-to-grid cross-correlation and 
then adjusted by a horizontal non-divergence constraint for hourly nowcasts of rainfall (Li et 
al, 1995). This is blended with mesoscale numerical prediction model output for 2-3 hour 
nowcasts.  

SWAN provides real time verifications for storm tracking and reflectivity nowcasts. Storm 
track errors are shown as distance differences between observed storm tracks and predicted 
storm tracks (1h). Observed radar reflectivity are also verified against extrapolated 
forecasted reflectivity. 

Severe weather warnings can be prepared and issued through SWAN by graphical interface 
by circling an area on the screen, clicking an icon and doing some minor wording (Fig. 19). 
A web-based version of SWAN has been developed and deployed in Guangdong 
Meteorological Bureau.  

 

Fig. 19. A SWAN display showing cells/tracks (main screen), SCIT (bottom) and time 
histories of critical parameters (right). There are similarities with WDSS, NinJo and CARDS 
displays. 
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7. Conclusion 

The objective of this contribution was to provide a broad overview of the use of radar and 

radar networks for the provision of severe weather warnings and to very briefly describe 
historical legacies and current practice. The target audience are those NHMS’ who might be 

contemplating developing or enhancing such a service. Weather radar clearly plays a central 
role in this application. Not discussed are important applications such as nowcasting 

precipitation, quantitiative precipitation estimation, wind retrieval, data assimilation for 
numerical weather prediction, etc. It also does not address the convective initiation aspects 

(Roberts et al, 2006; Sun et al, 1991; Sun and Crook, 1994). For a reliable warning service, 
design, infrastructure (reliable power and telecommunications), support and maintenance 

are critical and were not discussed in this contribution. These are major considerations but 
out of scope for this contribution.   

The level and nature of the service will be determined by both meteorological and non-
meteorological factors. The prevalence of severe weather, climatology and a defining event 

determine the impact, the exposure and the opportunity to develop a warning service. 
Socio-economic factors, risk persona, as well as the organizational structure, are particularly 

important in the design and expectations for the radar processing, visualization and 
dissemination systems. This contribution provided a short global survey of radar based 

systems to illustrate the commonality but also the differences in implementation. One 
solution does not fit all.  Underlying these systems is the forecast process and it is 

emphasized that they all rely on human expertise in the decision-making process and so the 

human-machince mix is a critical item.  This will drive the expertise and therefore the 
training requirements for the severe weather analyst. 

This contribution highlighted the use of automation in the production of guidance products. 

Some systems rely on very little automation and totally rely on manual interpretation. All 

systems, except one, default to this mode. One of most highly automated systems is CARDS 

(Canada).  Automation is necessary because of the need for look at details for warning 

preparation purposes while maintaining situational awareness in the situation where one 

forecaster is responsible for about ten radars. It processes radar data for identifying and 

ranking thunderstorm cells and features.  It also creates highly processed image products to 

streamline and to guide the decision-making process.  It still relies on human decision-

making for the final preparation of the warning. KONRAD is the only system that produces 

totally automated products.  However, it could be argued that these products are directed to 

“sophisticated users” for their specific planning and decision-making purposes and not 

warning purposes. 

Given the limited space and time, all radar processing systems were inadequately described.  
There is room for improvement in describing all aspects of the processing chain from better 
algorithms (e.g. hail, hook echoes; Lemon, 1998; Wang et al, 2011) to advanced concepts 
where thermodynamic diagnostic fields, useful for understanding, are retrieved (Sun et al, 
1991; Sun and Crook, 1994). Through the description of specific innovative aspects of 
individual systems, and since there are commonalities amongst them, the intent was to 
provide the reader with an overview of the capabilities of all the systems. There is fine work 
being done elsewhere that is not represented; to name a few, Italy, Switzerland and Finland. 
Another glaring oversight is the lack of description of systems by manufacturers. Some even 
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offer the possibility for the NHMS to add their own specialized products into their systems. 
Many of the countries mentioned above in fact use a combination of products from their 
own systems and those of the manufacturers. Information is readily available in trade shows 
or on their web sites. The ideal requirement is a seamless, user-friendly integrated 
visualization, decision-making and production system to cover all scales (the seamless 
prediction concept) and this is the trend in many NHMS’ for all data, products and so radar 
only processing or visualization systems are an interim step towards this and requires 
investment, resources, time and effort to achieve.  NinJo and AWIPS (not described here) 
provides an example of how radar is expected to be integrated into a comprehensive 
forecast analysis, diagnosis, prognosis and production tool. 

The purpose of this contribution was to illustrate the issues faced by NHMS’s. There is a 
push to use meteorological technology as much as possible and to automate as much as 
possible. Computing technology is still a limiting factor – computers, telecommunications 
and data/product storage are all continuing issues that can always be faster and bigger. If 
there is the time, the resources and the expertise, manual interpretation of basic radar 
products is still the best way to provide severe weather warning services and to optimally 
utilize the considerable capabilities of the forecasters.  However, tools are needed to 
streamline and accelerate the process but this is highly dependent on organizational factors. 
Automated products introduce another level of complexity and knowledge requirement.  
They can be black boxes that bewilder the user. However, creating black boxes without 
diagnostic capabilities, providing poor tools and denying access to basic products and 
information, is self-defeating. It is a sure way of making smart people (appear) “dumb”. The 
algorithms aren’t perfect given the need for high POD.  They never will be and they can be 
better and substantial work on data quality, feature detection and prediction are needed. 
The systems described exhibit the great efforts and resources are expended to do this. 
Saving a single button click or a mouse movement can make the difference between a bad 
and a good system. This is difficult to describe as a requirement and prototyping and 
demonstration projects are the only way to appreciate this. 

While reliable weather radars and expertise play a central role in the warning process, this is 
still a challenge for many countries. Satellite and lightning systems are now available that 
have minimal support requirements.  Stand alone applications for severe weather can and 
are being developed for these system. In the absence of radars, there is no question that they 
will provide benefits but their efficacy, the forecast process and the service level for severe 
weather warnings need to be demonstrated. No doubt that they should also enhance 
existing systems that rely on weather radar networks.  This is occurring but beyond the 
scope of this contribution.  No convective scale warning service has been soley developed 
without radar and so this is a new area to investigate. Understanding the technology, 
interpretation of the data and the products will require more development, enhanced 
expertise, demonstration and decision-making skills. 

For the convective weather problem, dual-polarization radar will have benefits in data 
quality, hail detection and rainfall estimation but this is again beyond the scope of this 
contribution (Frame et al, 2009). Earth curvature and beam propagation preclude low level 
detection and so many of the hazardous phenomena are not actually measured beyond a 
few tens of kilometer from the radar site and must therefore be inferred from measurements 
aloft. The CASA (Cooperative Adapting and Sensing of the Atmosphere) is a network of X 
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Band radars that address this issue but it is in early-transitional development (McLaughlin 
et al, 2009; Ruzanski et al, 2011).  It also addresses the issue of rapid or adapting scan 
strategies (Heinselman et al, 2008) which is being investigated now but beyond the scope of 
this contribution. In any case, with increasing computing power, telecommunications, 
additional observations and new technology, these are exciting times. 
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